Living beyond our physiological means: small vessel disease of the brain is an expression of a systemic failure in arteriolar function: a unifying hypothesis.
It is our premise that the pathophysiology of small vessel disease in the brain is similar to small vessel disease in other heavily perfused tissues and that the presence of small vessel disease elsewhere in the body foretells its presence in the brain as well as its consequences on cognitive function. The hypothesis presented in this article is that small vessel disease is a systemic condition of aging that is exacerbated by vascular risk factors, which results from dysfunction of arteriolar perfusion. This condition, which we term systemic arteriolar dysfunction, affects the brain as well as a number of extracranial systems. Recent literature is synthesized to suggest a possible etiology of this condition, highlighting the multiple pathways that may conspire to produce the endothelial and other vascular changes seen in systemic arteriolar dysfunction. Regardless of the etiology, we emphasize that small vessel disease is a systemic condition with major healthcare consequences, requiring a new paradigm in the way we practice medicine. Because this condition can be decelerated by control of vascular risk factors, doing so may significantly reduce morbidity, mortality, and healthcare costs.